Make a Tube Orangutan

Follow these easy instructions to make your own Orangutan with materials found at home!

What you need:
- Craft Tube or TP Tube
- Orange Construction paper
- Light-colored Construction Paper (grey, cream, white all work well)
- Glue
- Scissors
- Black Marker

What to do:
1. Cut your orange paper so it will wrap around the tube - keep it a little longer than the tube
2. Wrap it around the tube, gluing it in place. Tuck the extra on the top and bottom inside the tube
3. Cut out your face and arm shapes - a light heart with the bottom cut off for the face, an oval for the muzzle, tear drop in orange for the beard, two chubby L-shapes for the arms in orange, two hands.
4. Glue the heart and beard to the oval muzzle. Add the eyes, nose, and mouth with the marker. Glue the face to the tube
5. Glue the hands to the arms
6. Glue the arms to the tube
7. Add optional orange hair on the head, or add hair texture by cutting fringe on the beard and arms
8. You are done!

Tune in today to Como Live on Facebook at 1:30pm for Kemala the Orangutan’s 6th Birthday Party!